Designing U7snRNA-based therapy to correct splicing defects
in ABCA4 underlying Stargardt disease
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BACKGROUND
Stargardt disease (STGD1) is a progressive inherited macular
degeneration caused by mutations in ABCA4 gene, essential
for a correct visual cycle activity in photoreceptor cells

OBJECTIVES

Affects 1 in
10.000
individuals
worldwide

The goal of this study is to develop and assess a
novel multiple-target therapy as a potential STGD1
treatment

Therapy design for STGD1 patients is complex due to the gene
size and the high heterogeneity in the number and types of
ABCA4 mutations
Deep-intronic (DI) variants lead to splicing alteration at premRNA level, but it can be reverted by antisense
oligonucleotides (AONs), small modified RNA molecules
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The AAV delivers several U7snRNA-AON simultaneously, aiming to
rescue aberrant splicing caused by different DI variants and ultimately:
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METHODS
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U7snRNA as splicing modulation tool
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To test the system, HEK293T cells were co-transfected with a
wild-type or mutant ABCA4 midigene and each U7snRNA-AON
construct, using their respective naked AON (nAON) as positive
control and empty U7snRNA as negative control
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U7snRNA-embedded antisense sequences showing substantial
splicing correction for each DI variant will be implemented in the
multiple U7snRNA-AON approach
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U7snRNA construct

Each gene cassette is cloned into a
shuttle vector containing ITRs, which
can be tested in cell lines
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Per each DI variant, two antisense
sequences were cloned separately in
U7snRNA gene
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CONCLUSIONS
U7snRNA-AON are specific for the corresponding DI variants
Empty U7snRNA does not have significant effect on normal
splicing
U7snRNA system shows effective splicing correction but
other models will be used to confirm these results
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